Objective
The farmer-listener should be able to identify some of the initiatives done to attract youth farmers to agriculture.

Key Message
Family farming thrives with interactive participation of youth.

Supporting Message
Ensuring the youth pursues agriculture ensures food security for the family and the community.

Providing young farmers with the platform to share their knowledge and experiences of practicing and advocating for sustainable and resilient family farming can help attract the youth to agriculture.

To provide support to youth activities, the Lao Farmer Network organized the young farmers leadership advocacy training where young people from different provinces of Laos took part in a 3-day sharing and workshop. Similarly, a regional exchange and knowledge management fair gathered representatives from young farmers group aimed primarily to share knowledge and experiences of practicing and advocating resilient agri-forestry based livelihoods.

In the case of Ye Htut Aung, a young farmer from Yangon Region, he tried to develop the agriculture sector of his community. Through different empowerment trainings he attended and showcasing what he learned through demonstration plots/areas, he was able to lead young farmers to follow his idea of developing agriculture and household economy.

Call to Action
The youth drives agriculture forward. Support youth farmers to ensure food security for the family and the community.